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Moment of inertia
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Topics
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Summary

Yesterday: Angular motion [chapter 10]
- Rigid bodies
- Angular motion
- Moment of inertia
- Torque

Today: Moment of inertia [chapter 10]
- Moment of inertia calculations
- Parallel axis theorem
- Rotational kinetic energy

Announcements Next week:      No office hours on Monday AFTERNOON



Two minute essay
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Question: Construct a table with two columns, one for linear/translational 
motion and one for rotational motion, that summarises all the relevant quantities, 
kinematic equations and dynamics equations for each case. Each row of your 
table should be one pair of quantities or equations (e.g. displacement and 
angular displacement). Once you have finished, compare your table with your 
neighbours.

Instructions: Draw a diagram for the following topic. You have two minutes. You 
may not use your notes and you should not consult with others around you. Your 
answer will not be graded; your answer is for your own learning and you don’t 
need to share your answer.
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Example: Find the moment of inertia for a rectangular plate that rotates about an 
axis through its center of mass.



Parallel axis theorem
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So far we have only considered the moment of inertia around an axis that passes 
through the center of mass - but what about other axes?

The parallel axis theorem provides one way to determine this (relatively) easily



Rotational kinetic energy
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Why all the fuss about the moment of inertia?

We have seen that it is the rotational analog of mass - and this analogy goes further!

Moment of inertia is central to rotational kinetic energy



Topics
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Summary

Today: Moment of inertia [chapter 10]
- Moment of inertia calculations
- Parallel axis theorem
- Rotational kinetic energy

Next week: Angular motion [chapters 10/11]
- Rolling motion
- Angular momentum
- Rotational dynamics

Announcements Next week:      No office hours on Monday AFTERNOON
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NEXT WEEK:
NO OFFICE HOURS ON MONDAY AFTERNOON
















